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Abstract An alternative approach to the traditionally
employed method is proposed for treating the ionospheric
range errors in transionospheric propagation such as for
GNSS positioning or satellite-borne SAR. It enables the
effects due to horizontal gradients of electron density (as
well as vertical gradients) in the ionosphere to be explicitly
accounted for. By contrast with many previous treatments,
where the expansion of the solution for the phase advance
is represented as the series in the inverse frequency powers
and the main term of the expansion corresponds to the true
line-of-sight distance from the transmitter to the receiver, in
the alternative technique the zero-order term is the rigorous
solution for a spherically layered ionosphere with any given
vertical electron density profile. The first-order term repre-
sents the effects due to the horizontal gradients of the electron
density of the ionosphere, and the second-order correction
appears to be negligibly small for any reasonable parameters
of the path of propagation and its geometry forVHF/UHF fre-
quencies. Additionally, an “effective” spherically symmetric
model of the ionosphere has been introduced,which accounts
for the major contribution of the horizontal gradients of the
ionosphere and provides very high accuracy in calculations
of the phase advance.
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1 Introduction
Many authors have employed a purely numerical treatment
of the contribution of the ionosphere into GNSS range error,
(Ashmanets et al. 1996; Strangeways and Ioannides 1999,
2002; Strangeways 2000; Strangeways and Nagarajoo 2005;
Kashcheyev et al. 2012) in which the appropriate codes
for direct numerical solution using the geometrical optics
(GO) equations were developed, when assessing the errors
of range measurements analytically. The perturbation the-
ory has also been used in numerous papers (Hartmann and
Leitinger 1984; Brunner andGu 1991; Bassiri andHajj 1992,
1993; Prokopov and Zanimonska 2005; Gherm et al. 2006;
Kim and Tinin 2007; Hernandez-Pajares et al. 2007; Hoque
and Jakowski 2008, 2011; Moore and Morton 2011; Petrie
et al. 2011) when employing the GO equations. At transmis-
sion frequencies in theGHzband andhigher, the squared ratio
of the ionospheric electron plasma frequency to the transmis-
sion frequency is generally less than 10−4, so that this ratio
is a physically small parameter of the problem under con-
sideration. The solution to the phase advance of the field
determined in this way appears as a series with terms in
inverse powers of the transmission frequency, and the inte-
gration of all the terms of this series is generally made along
the (assumed) straight line-of-sight path of the propagating
wave. The zero-order term corresponds to the true distance
in free space (i.e., the phase distance along the straight line of
sight in free space). The next term, of the order of the inverse
squared frequency, represents the effect due to the slant TEC
of the ionosphere along the same line of sight and the higher-
order terms in the inverse powers of frequency account for
the effects of the geomagnetic field, ray bending, etc.
If, however, the transmission frequency is somewhat lower
(down to hundreds of MHz), then all the higher-order terms
of the perturbation series give greater proportional contri-
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butions to the total ionospheric effect. In this case, it may
be useful to develop a procedure which enables the explicit
summing up of the contributions of the different terms of
the inverse frequency powers in a closed form. Additionally,
having this type of the solution available allows for explicit
estimates of the contribution of the horizontal gradients of the
electron density of the ionosphere into the propagation paths
so that, for example, errors in GNSS range measurements
can be determined.
In this paper, such a procedure will be presented. It will
be based on the rigorous solution for the spherically layered
ionosphere with any given vertical electron density profile as
the zero-order approximation and with horizontal gradients
of the electron density in the ionosphere taken into account,
assuming the horizontal scales of electron density variations
in the ionosphere to be much greater than the vertical ones.
The solution, which will be produced below in this way, may
be of importance, in particular, for the single-frequencymode
of operation of the GNSS and its electron density correction
(e.g., EGNOS,WAAS), as well as for other systems working
in the VHF/UHF bands.
2 General relationships
As is widely accepted for the appropriate conditions, in
the following treatment the dielectric permittivity εo,e (r)
(and the refractive index n2o,e (r)) of the normal ordinary
and extraordinary magneto-ionic modes in the ionospheric
cold collisionless plasma will be employed in the quasi-
longitudinal approximation of the form:
εo,e (r) = n2o,e (r) = 1−
ω2pl (r)
ω2






Here ωpl (r) is the local plasma frequency in the ionosphere,
ωg (r) is the electron gyro-frequency, ω is the transmission
frequency, andχ (r) is the angle between theEarth’smagnetic
field and thewave normal direction. The characteristic spatial
scales of the function ω2pl (r) are defined by the vertical and
horizontal scales of the ionospheric electron density changes,
and the spatial scale of the gyro-frequency ωg (r) is given by
the spatial scale of the geomagnetic field.
Relationship (1) is an approximation of the more rigor-
ous representation for the quasi-longitudinal approximation,
which can be found inBudden (1985). This can be applied for
the case of transmission frequencies of 100MHz and higher
which are considerably larger than the maximum electron
gyro-frequencies of only about 1MHz encountered in the
terrestrial ionosphere.
When treating the effects of the anisotropy of the
ionosphere in a rigorous manner, the “anisotropic” canoni-
cal ray path equations (see, e.g., in Kravtsov and Orlov 1980)
should be utilized producing two different trajectories for the
ordinary and extraordinary modes of propagation as follows:
dr
dτ







∇rn2o,e (r,p) . (2)
However, numerous numerical calculations according to the
technique developed in Gherm et al. (2006) show that, in
order to provide sufficient accuracy of estimates of the full
phase advance (of the order of 10−12 m), it is sufficient to









with the “isotropic” dielectric permittivity









If the independent variable τ in (3) is changed according to
the relationship
√
1 − X (r (τ ))dτ = ds, (5)
this results in the other form of the isotropic ray paths equa-













Along with this, to perform integration along the given ray
path, the anisotropic permittivity (1) will be utilized so that
the phase advances for the ordinary and extraordinary modes






1−X (r (s)) ± ωg (r (s))
ω
X (r (s)) cosχ (r (s))ds.
(7)
Here, the integration is performed along the “isotropic” tra-
jectories, governed by equations (6), and the permittivity of
the ionospheric plasma is used, as given by the relationship
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(1). Equations (6, 7) will be utilized in the following treat-
ment to assess the contribution of the ionosphere to the errors
in the GNSS positioning. In equation (7), the ray path r (s)
is found when solving the ray equation (6).
3 Ray path equations and phase advance in the
spherical coordinates
The following treatment will utilize the spherical coordinate
system r = {r, ϑ, ϕ} with the origin placed at the Earth’s
center and the polar axis directed to the end of the ray path
(from the satellite) located on the Earth’s surface. In spherical
coordinates, the gradient of the dielectric permittivity on the
right-hand side of the second equation in (6) has the form:














hr (r) = 1, hϑ (r) = r, hϕ (r, ϑ) = r sin ϑ (9)
are the Lame coefficients for the spherical coordinate system.
Ray path equations written in the spherical coordinates can
be found, e.g., in Haselgrove (1955), or Kravtsov and Orlov
(1990).
In equation (6), written in the spherical coordinates, it is
convenient to employ the scalar variable r of the spherical
coordinate system as the new independent variable in the ray
path equations instead of s, utilizing the relationship:
ds = dr
√











and the eikonal equation, also written in the spherical coor-








p2ϕ = ε (r, ϑ, ϕ) , (11)
where themomentum p has the components pr = ∂ψi∂r , pϑ =
∂ψi
∂ϑ
, pϕ = ∂ψi∂ϕ .
Then, six scalar equations in (6) are reduced to the follow-
ing four scalar equations for the four scalar functions, which





















































































Finally, the momentum pr (r) can be found, whenever nec-




ε (r, ϑ (r) , ϕ (r))− 1
h2ϑ (r)
(pϑ (r))2− 1






Once equation (12) has been solved, the phase advances
for the two magneto-ionic modes, according to (7), can be
expressed as:
















1 − X (r, ϑ (r) , ϕ (r)) ± ωg (r, ϑ (r) , ϕ (r))
ω
X (r, ϑ (r) , ϕ (r)) cosχ (r, ϑ (r) , ϕ (r))dr. (14)
4 Perturbation theory for ray path equations and
phase advances
The treatment of the propagation problem here will not be
confined to the spherically symmetric ionosphere. On the
other hand, obviously, no comprehensive solution to the rig-
orous path equations (12) can be constructed analytically in
an explicit form and so reasonable approximations must be
used to produce any analytic results.
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It is also worth mentioning that similar equations to (12),
written in rectangular coordinates, have been considered by
Kim and Tinin (2007) employing the perturbation theory. In
the perturbation theory developed by these authors, as well
as in many papers by other authors quoted in Introduction,
the small parameter of the problem is X (r). The main term
of this perturbation theory corresponds to the phase advance
in free space, so that the series obtained is the expansion in
inverse frequency. In the series expansion, the integration of
all the terms is made along the straight line-of-sight path. By
contrast, as was mentioned in Introduction and is stressed
again here, in the present treatment X (r) formally is not the
small parameter of the problem and the square root for ε (r) is
not expanded in a series of the powers of X (r) (or the inverse
powers of frequency).
When constructing the perturbation theory for small hor-
izontal gradients of the electron density of the ionosphere, it
can be assumed (from extensive experimental observations)
that the angle (horizontal) components of the gradient of
the dielectric permittivity in (8) are small as compared to
the vertical gradient, so that the formal small parameters of
the problem, as are commonly employed in mathematical

















In (15), the vertical scale of the ionosphere Lr and two gen-
erally different angle (horizontal) scales Lϑ and Lϕ (with
the dimension of distance because of the appropriate Lame
coefficients) are introduced.
It should be additionally mentioned that, as will be clear
from the following results presented below, the expansion of
the phase advance in terms of the horizontal gradients of the





, which are really much smaller than the formal
parameters introduced in (15) due to the small ratio of the
maximum value of the plasma frequency to the transmission
frequency.
The typical value of the vertical characteristic scale of the
background ionosphere Lr is of the order of 100Km for the
bottom side ionosphere and slightly larger for the top side.
Hoque and Jakowski (2008), when modeling the ionosphere
by a Chapman layer, used vertical ionospheric electron den-
sity Chapman profiles with scale heights of H = 60–80km.
The estimates of the horizontal gradient scales can be derived
from any standard ionospheric model, e.g., IRI (Bilitza et al.
2014) or NeQuick (Nava et al. 2008). The typical values of
the angle derivatives of the electron density, which will be
introduced in detail in Sects. 6 and 6.1, are of the order of
−0.01 inverse degrees (outside the equatorial anomaly, see
Fig. 1 Ionospheric electron density near the height of its maximum
(369km) as given by the IRI model on January 27, 2003, at 13.30 LT
Fig. 1), whereas for the region of the equatorial anomaly,
the north–south derivative can reach a value of the order of
−0.1 (as in the equatorial anomaly shown in Fig. 1). The
corresponding characteristic spatial scale of the anomaly is
of the order of a few thousand kilometers, whereas outside
the region of the anomaly, the spatial scales are estimated to
be several thousand kilometers. All these estimates finally




mentioned above are really
small parameters of the problem. These are of the order
of 10−5 in the case of the higher frequency (1575 MHz)
and 10−3 in the worst case for the lower frequency (150
MHz).
If the inequalities (15) hold, the solution to the equations
(12) can be sought for as the perturbation series in powers of
small horizontal gradients of the ionospheric permittivity as
given by:
ϑ (r) = ϑ0 (r) + ϑ1 (r) + ...,
ϕ (r) = ϕ0 (r) + ϕ1 (r) + ...,
pϑ (r) = pϑ0 (r) + pϑ1 (r) + ...,
pϕ (r) = pϕ0 (r) + pϕ1 (r) + .... (16)
The numbers of the terms in series (16) denote the order of
their small sizes in terms of the small parameters introduced
by (15). Obviously, the zero-order terms in (16) correspond
to the solution for the spherically symmetric ionosphere with
the curved paths of propagation corresponding to the spher-
ically symmetric case. It will also automatically sum up in
closed form all the inverse frequency powers of the tradi-
tional expansion. The next order approximations in (16) will
be foundby the appropriate integration along the curvedpaths
of propagation corresponding to the spherically symmetric
ionosphere. It will be shown below that the series constructed
in thisway convergemuch faster comparedwith the perturba-
tion theory where integration is performed along the straight
line paths.
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4.1 Solution to the ray paths
As was mentioned, in the perturbation series (16), the zero-
order functions {ϑ0(r), ϕ0(r); pϑ0(r), pϕ0(r)} correspond to
the well-known solution for the spherically layered (spheri-
cally symmetric) ionosphere with any given vertical profile
of the permittivity (determined by the ionospheric electron
density vertical profile). The equations for these functions
are well known (see, e.g., Kravtsov and Orlov 1990), and











































Here, the constant ϑ˜ was introduced to indicate the angle
coordinate between the receiver and transmitter, where the
vertical profile for the zero-order spherically symmetric
ionosphere is specified. In the following consideration, three
different options will be explored, which are: ϑ˜ = 0 corre-
sponding to the profile taken above the receiver; ϑ˜ = ϑpp
corresponding to the vertical profile at the pierce point (the
point where the straight line between a receiver and a satellite
crosses the height of the maximum of the electron density of
the ionosphere); and, finally, ϑ˜ = ϑs for the vertical profile
specified below satellite.
The explicit solution to these equations written in the
spherical coordinates (chosen in such a way that the polar
axis from the origin passes through the point of observation,
located on the Earth’s surface, and the variable ϕ is measured
starting from the plane, containing the origin, observation
point and satellite) is given by:
pϕ0 = const = 0
ϕ0 = const = 0
pϑ0 = const












Here, the constant pϑ0 is the impact parameter for the ray
path in the spherically symmetric case for the path starting
from the point (Re, 0, 0) and arriving at the location of a
satellite (Rs, ϑs, 0). Constant pϑ0 is defined from the last of
the relations (18) with ϑ0 (Rs) = ϑs and r = Rs at upper
limit of integration. Then, this becomes the algebraic tran-
scendent equation for the parameter pϑ0 , which is solved
numerically. To accomplish this, a numerical procedure has
been developed to solve the homing-in problem for the spher-
ically symmetric ionosphere. In this procedure, the numerical
algorithm for solving implicit equations was employed (see
Brent 1973), based on a combination of bisection, secant,
and inverse quadratic interpolation methods.
The spherically symmetric case was considered by many
authors (see, e.g., Strangeways and Ioannides 2002; Hoque
and Jakowski 2008; Petrie et al. 2011). In the present con-
sideration, however, this is only the zero-order term, which
already takes into account all the ionospheric effects of the
spherically symmetric ionosphere, whereas the higher-order
corrections take account of the effects due to the horizon-
tal (here angular) gradients of the electron density in the
ionosphere. For the first-order correction due to the horizon-
tal gradients of the ionospheric electron density, which will
be discussed in the next subsection, integration is performed
along the curved paths of propagation in the spherically sym-
metric ionosphere, defined by (18). In this type of integration,
all the inverse frequency ionospheric effects in the traditional
treatment are taken into account automatically at each step,
including that of zero-order.Any termof the series (16) canbe
re-arranged in terms of the traditional different-order effects
by additionally expanding each into a series of powers of the
inverse frequency and can be easily accomplished if neces-
sary.
4.2 The first-order corrections to the ray paths







































































































































































































































where the four constants are found from the conditions at the
communicating points as follows:
ϑ1 (Re) = 0,
ϑ1 (Rs) = 0,
φ1 (Re) = 0,
φ1 (Rs) = 0. (21)
The explicit representations of the solutions {ϑ1 (r) , ϕ1 (r)}
for the first-order corrections to the ray paths are given
in Appendix (equations (42, 46)). Actually, this solves
the homing-in problem for the spherically non-symmetric
ionosphere in terms of the first-order corrections taking
account of the horizontal gradients. Then, the first-order cor-
rections to the ray paths are calculated numerically according
to the explicit equations (42, 46).
Representations (18) and (20), with the constants deter-
mined according to the equations given in Appendix, will
be employed to determine the phase advances (14) taking
account of the effects of the horizontal gradients up to sec-
ond order in small parameters of the angular dependencies
of the permittivity of the ionosphere.
4.3 The series for phase advance
To obtain the representation for the phase advance taking
account of the first- and second order in terms of small para-
meters (15), it is sufficient, aswill be shown below, to account
for the first-order corrections to the spherically symmetric
trajectories, so that the equation (14) is reproduced in the
following form:





















Here εo,e (r) is given by equation (1).
Regarding equation (22), two different modes of opera-
tion can be applied in the following consideration. When
dealing with relatively small horizontal gradients (e.g., for
the paths of propagation far from the equatorial anomalies),
the horizontal dependence of the dielectric permittivity may
be treated as uniformly slow for all the elevation angles
of paths of propagation. In this case, the expansion of the
dielectric permittivity in horizontal (angle) variables can be
performed relative to the limiting cases of the zero-order
spherical ionosphere taken either above the receiver on the
Earth’s surface, or below the satellite (the same for any
elevation angle). Thus, the reference can be a spherically
symmetric ionosphere corresponding to everywhere either
the ionosphere above the receiver on the ground or the one
below the satellite. Of course the ionosphere at any chosen
intermediate point (such as the midpoint of the path) could
be chosen as the reference if desired.
For these two cases, expanding the square roots in the
integrand of (22) in series of powers of the angle variables
ϑ1,ϕ1 and taking account of the first- and second-order terms,
yields the phase advance as the sum of the following three
terms:
ψ (r) = ψ0 (r) + ψ1 (r) + ψ2 (r) . (23)
Here the zero-order term represents the phase advance along
the curved path in the spherically symmetric ionosphere,
taken as above the receiver at ϑ˜ = 0:
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or below the transmitter on a satellite at ϑs :












The first-order term in (23) is the main order correction













































































for the zero-order ionosphere taken below the appropriate
satellite.
Finally, the second-order correction in the angle variables



































2ε (r, ϑ0, 0)








) · ϑ1 (r) + 1
2ε (r, ϑ0, 0)





















































































or in similar formwith the appropriate alterations of the angle
variables for the two other cases. They are not explicitly
presented here in order to save space. These integrals are cal-
culated numerically, once the zero-order vertical ionosphere
profile at the pierce point and the horizontal gradients along
this vertical line are specified.
The identical first two factors in the integrands in all the
terms in (24, 26, 28) and (25, 28) show that calculations are
actually performed along the curved ray paths corresponding
to the spherically symmetric ionosphere. It should addition-
ally be noted that the first-order contribution to the phase
advance (27, 28) contains solely theϑ-component of the hori-
zontal gradient of the ionospheric electron density. (Note that
our spherical coordinate system is not a geographical coor-
dinate system but it is associated with the plane containing
the Earth’s center, the satellite and the receiver.)
Alternatively, in the conditions of fairly strong horizontal
gradients of the electron density of the ionosphere, another
variant of the perturbation theory should be introduced,
where the zero-order spherically symmetric ionosphere is
chosen locally for each elevation angle of the path of prop-
agation from a satellite to the point of observation on the
Earth’s surface to produce the zero-order rigorous solution
for the spherically layered ionosphere. In the following cal-
culations, such a “zero-order” ionosphere will be utilized as
existing at the appropriate pierce point ϑpp, at the electron
density maximum, for each given elevation angle of a satel-
lite, so that

























































Such a choice, as will be shown, provides a negligibly small
contribution of the second-order term in (23) even for the
largest values of the horizontal gradients of the electron den-
sity observable in the real ionosphere even in the case of
extremely slant paths of propagation atGHz frequencies. The
true distance (phase advance in vacuum) between the com-
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municating points (transmitter and receiver) is provided by
each of the equations (24, 25) in the case of ε (r, ϑ, ϕ) = 1.
Below the method of calculation of the phase advance
introduced here and the associated ionospheric effects will be
validated against and compared with the traditional scheme
of the calculations based on the expansions of the phase
advance in terms of powers of the inverse frequencies. In
the next section, this will be discussed in more detail.
5 Traditional technique
For calculations according to the traditional technique, the
representation was employed as developed in the paper by
Gherm et al. (2006). According to this paper, the phase
advance in the casewhen the isotropic trajectories are utilized
when performing calculations is represented as follows:


















X2 (r (z))dz. (31)
In (31), the integration is carried out along straight line-of-
sight paths r (z), z being the distance variablemeasured along
the ray, and L is the true geometrical distance (true distance)
between the receiver and the satellite. In the fourth term of
the equation,












In (32), l01 is the constant, and the operator ∇⊥ produces the
component of the gradient orthogonal to the straight line of
sight between the communicating points. The constant l01 is

















In (32) and (33), the terms containing the geomagnetic field
have been omitted as compared to the corresponding equa-
tions inGherm et al. (2006), so that equation (31) presents the
ionospheric effects calculated for the isotropic trajectories,
governed by the ray path equations (6), but for the anisotropic
dielectric permittivity (1). As was already mentioned above,
our estimates show that employing the isotropic ray path
equations results in a negligibly small error for the phase
advance of the order of 10−12 m.
In equation (31), the pure distance excess due to the curved
path and another term proportional to (∇⊥X)2 along the
straight line of sight are rigorously summed up in explicit
form. It can be shown analytically that the first of these terms
is also proportional to (∇⊥X)2 that they have opposite signs,
one to the other, and one is the half of the other in absolute
value.
In the following treatment, the numerical results obtained
for the model of the medium of propagation (chosen below)
utilizing the alternative technique presented here are com-
pared to the results of calculations according to the traditional
technique outlined in this section. Before this, we note that
for frequencies of 1GHz and higher, the traditional technique
has been validated against the results of the direct ray trac-
ing by many authors, including ourselves (e.g., Strangeways
and Ioannides 2002; Gherm et al. 2006; Hoque and Jakowski
2008; Kashcheyev et al. 2012). This gives validity to its use
in validating the results of calculations employing the alter-
native technique developed here.
6 Numerical results for the phase advance
The main goal of the numerical calculations is to (i) present
the quantitative results obtained employing the newly pro-
posed technique, (ii) show its advantages, (iii) determine how
it corresponds to the traditional treatment in terms of the
series in the inverse powers of the transmission frequency,
and (iv) determine for what conditions/parameters it works
better than the traditional treatment.
6.1 Ionospheric model for calculations
To perform numerical calculations according to the new
analytical technique described above, any model of the
ionosphere can be utilized which provides the vertical profile
of the electron density of the ionosphere and the hori-
zontal (angle) gradients of the electron density above the
point of observation, expressed in the spherical coordinates
introduced above. For any particular situation where there
is no direct experimental measurement of the profile, any
ionospheric model which provides electron density profiles
(e.g., IRI (Bilitza et al. 2014) or NeQuick (Nava et al. 2008))
could be utilized. Thismethod enables the adequatemodeling
of the real horizontal gradients by only defining them above
the observation point and in their having the same depen-
dence on angle variables when integrating along the real
curved paths of propagation corresponding to the spherically
symmetric ionosphere equations (24–26).Obviously, the ver-
tical gradient of the profile, which is explicitly integrated in
(24–26), is also available once the vertical ionospheric profile
is specified.
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The calculations according to both the techniques devel-
oped here and the traditional treatment according to equation
(31) were carried out for the permittivity of the ionosphere
modeled by the function:
ε = 1 − XmaxF (ζ ) f (ϑ, ϕ) , (34)
where the vertical profile of the electron density is repre-
sented by the Chapman layer:
F (ζ ) = exp {0.5 [1 − ζ − exp (−ζ )]} (35)
with ζ = r−hm−ReH , hm is the height of the maximum of
the electron density, Re is the radius of the Earth, H is the




and ωpl max is the
maximum plasma frequency in the layer. In the calculations,
the following values of the parameters of Chapman layer
were utilized: hm = 300 km, Re = 6400 km, H = 60 km
and ωpl max = 2π · 10 MHz. For this layer, the vertical TEC
is 30.76 TEC units.
The angle function f (ϑ, ϕ) in equation (28) specifies the
dependence of the maximum plasma frequency on the hor-
izontal (angle) variables. Some typical values of the angle
gradients, given by IRI/NeQuick, were chosen and utilized in
calculations according to equations (23–26). Actually, these
can be any values of the gradients up to the highest val-
ues actually observed in the ionosphere. In the following
treatment, the normalized angular– variable derivatives of




d f (ϑ, ϕ)
dϑ
and aϕ = 1
f (ϑ, ϕ)




As has already been shown above, the contribution into the
full phase advance of the derivative in the variable ϕ is signif-
icantly smaller than the contribution of the derivative in the
variable ϑ , and, additionally, is, in effect, negligibly small as
will be shown below. In calculations of the main contribution
due to the first ϑ- derivative, the value of aϑ in equation (36)
varies in the range from −0.01 to −0.1, for the IRI electron
density model as shown in Fig. 1.
Then, considering the first of the relationships in equations
(36), its solution is in the form
f (ϑ) = eaϑϑ (37)
It is taken in this treatment that, above the receiver, it is always
f (0) = 1. In the spherical coordinate system introduced
above in which all the equations were derived, the receiver is
placed on the Earth’s surface at the point (Re, 0, 0), and the
transmitter has the coordinates (RS, ϑs, 0).
In the next subsection, when performing numerical cal-
culations according to the technique introduced above, the
case will be considered where the spherically symmetric
ionosphere, producing the zero-order approximation for the
phase advance, will be specified as at the pierce point for each
path of propagation (equations (29, 30)). However, relation-
ships (24, 26) and (25, 27) are also of use if some particular
effects of the ionosphere just above a ground based receiver,
or below a satellite, are of a particular interest.
The results will be presented below as functions of the
transmission frequency f (ω = 2π f ) for the limiting cases
of f = 1575 and 150MHz and the angular separation ϑs
between the points of transmission and reception for any
reasonable given value of the horizontal gradients of the
ionospheric permittivity (electron density). The angular sep-
aration varied from 0◦ to 72◦, which corresponds to the
zenith angle changing from0◦ (vertical propagation) to about
90◦(almost horizontal propagation). The satellite transmis-
sion point was taken to be at 20,000km above the Earth’s
surface.
As mentioned above, for extracting physically reasonable
values of the horizontal gradients, the IRI model on January
27, 2003, at 13.30 LT of the ionosphere near the height of
the maximum of the electron density, presented in Fig. 1, was
utilized. Awide range of the values of horizontal gradients of
the electron density are present here starting from very small
up to the maximum corresponding to the equatorial anomaly
crest.
6.2 Validation of new technique
First of all, the general version of the method presented here,
given by equations (23, 29, 30), will be validated against the
traditional technique of calculating the ionospheric effects
for the model ionosphere as it is outlined in Sect. 5. For the
model of the ionosphere previously described, calculations
were performed employing both the newly developed and
traditional techniques for the conditions of very strong hor-
izontal gradients as in the wall of the equatorial anomaly
shown in Fig. 1. This is the worst case of propagation, and
the value aϑ = −0.1 in the model of the ionosphere intro-
duced above corresponds to this case.
First, the comparison was performed for the spherically
symmetric case, when the new technique provides the rigor-
ous solution. Although similar comparisons for frequencies
of the order of 1GHz have beenmade by a number of authors,
here the specific aim is to understand how effective the new
technique is in the explicit summing up of the series of the
inverse frequency powers in the traditional treatment. These
results are presented in Table1.
As shown in Table1, in the high-frequency case (1575
MHz), the results obtained by the two techniques are prac-
tically identical (the difference is of the order of 0.01mm).
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Table 1 Ionospheric effect for the spherically symmetric ionosphere, calculated employing the new technique (columns 2 and 3) and the traditional





New treatment Traditional treatment Difference
(ψ0r − L) (m) (ψtrad − L) (m) (ψ0r − ψtrad) (m)
1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz
0◦ 0 −4.998045 −551.434269 −4.998045 −551.433555 0.000000 −0.000714
8◦ 10.53 −5.078696 −560.344646 −5.078696 −560.343877 0.000000 −0.000769
16◦ 20.96 −5.320427 −587.055497 −5.320427 −587.054542 0.000000 −0.000955
24◦ 31.19 −5.748521 −634.372135 −5.748521 −634.370767 0.000000 −0.001368
32◦ 41.15 −6.410912 −707.620325 −6.410912 −707.618056 0.000000 −0.002269
40◦ 50.79 −7.388093 −815.762357 −7.388093 −815.757996 0.000000 −0.004361
48◦ 60.09 −8.804352 −972.693443 −8.804351 −972.683759 −0.000001 −0.009684
56◦ 69.04 −10.813813 −1195.830583 −10.813828 −1195.806062 0.000015 −0.024521
72◦ 85.95 −15.808110 −1755.614313 −15.808165 −1755.417681 0.000055 −0.196632
Here L is the full phase advance for free space propagation (true distance)
This implies that the traditional technique is quite adequate
for such high frequencies, as it produces practically the same
results as given by the rigorous solution. On the contrary, in
the low-frequency case (150 MHz), the difference becomes
notable (order of 20cm) and this difference is due to the rigor-
ous summing up all the terms in the inverse powers provided
by the alternative technique introduced here.
When the horizontal gradients of the electron density of
the ionosphere are also taken into account according to the
relationships presented above, to obtain the best results, it is
of importance to properly choose the locationwhere the zero-
order spherically symmetric electron density profile and the
horizontal gradients are specified. The logical choice would
appear to be to specify the vertical electron density distribu-
tion and the horizontal electron density gradient at the pierce
points chosen individually for each slant ray path. Below
we adopt this combination comparing these results to those
obtained for the same conditions of propagation utilizing the
traditional technique of calculation.
In Table2, results are presented for the ionospheric effect
(ψ0p +ψ1p − L), obtained employing equations (29, 30) for
the general case, when the effect of the horizontal gradients
of the ionosphere is also taken into account. Comparison is
madewith the results of calculations for the same ionospheres
calculated by the traditional technique (ψtrad − L). Table2
presents the results for a small value of the horizontal gradi-
ent (aϑ = −0.01), whereas Table2 gives the corresponding
results for the case of a large gradient (aϑ = −0.1). For the
small gradient case, the data show a discrepancy in the full
phase advance between the new and traditional treatments
of about 4cm for very slant propagation at the higher fre-
quency of 1575MHz and about 3m at the lower frequency
of 150 MHz. For an extremely high value of the horizon-
tal gradient (aϑ = −0.1), these discrepancies were found to
be correspondingly 30cm and 30 m. Additionally, it should
be pointed out that the angle dependence of the phase full
advance is monotonic for small gradients of the electron den-
sity but is not necessarily monotonic for the other case of the
large horizontal gradients.
According to the values presented in Table 2, the discrep-
ancy between the results for the ionospheric effect obtained
employing the two techniques (traditional and alternative,
based on the vertical electron density profile and the hor-
izontal gradients given at the appropriate pierce point) is
reasonably small in the case of small horizontal gradients.
However, when the horizontal gradients are rather large, the
discrepancy in the results increases to unacceptably large val-
ues, even in the case of the higher transmission frequency of
1575MHz. In the following subsection, it will be shown how
this significantly large error can be reduced.
6.3 “Effective” spherically symmetric ionosphere
To reduce this relatively high discrepancy shown above to
practically negligible values when utilizing the new and
traditional approaches even in the case of large horizontal
gradients, the models for the zero-order spherically sym-
metric ionosphere and horizontal gradients should be altered
in a specific way. As was found, the best fit between the
results of calculating the full ionospheric effect for the given
model of the ionosphere adopted here, employing the tra-
ditional and the alternative techniques, can be achieved by
introducing the “effective” spherically symmetric ionosphere
according to the following relationship for the dielectric
permittivity
εe f f (r) = ε (r, ϑ00(r), 0) . (38)
Here the function ϑ00(r) denotes the straight line between
the given start and end points of transmission. The pro-
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Table 2 Ionospheric effect taking account of horizontal gradients of the
ionosphere, calculated employing the new technique (columns 2 and 3)
and the traditional technique (columns 4 and 5) in the conditions of (a)
a small horizontal gradient (αϑ = −0.01) and (b) a large horizontal






New treatment Traditional treatment Difference
(ψ0p + ψ1p − L) (m) (ψtrad − L) (m)
(
ψ0p + ψ1p − ψtrad
)
(m)
1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz
a
0◦ 0 −4,998045 −551,434269 −5,001729 −551,433872 0,003684 −0,000397
8◦ 10.53 −5,045716 −556,600709 −5,048472 −556,595116 0,002756 −0,005593
16◦ 20.96 −5,252312 −579,045358 −5,251587 −579,022490 −0,000725 −0,022868
24◦ 31.19 −5,640092 −620,864822 −5,629916 −620,806375 −0,010176 −0,058447
32◦ 41.15 −6,259211 −686,272872 −6,221273 −686,145866 −0,037938 −0,127006
40◦ 50.79 −7,117869 −782,236385 −7,087959 −781,974165 −0,029910 −0,262220
48◦ 60.09 −8,245639 −918,580006 −8,318576 −918,199100 0,072937 −0,380906
56◦ 69.04 −9,978470 −1104,819160 −9,994290 −1104,068732 0,015820 −0,750428
64◦ 77.65 −11,752584 −1327,371992 −11,985230 −1325,875077 0,232646 −1,496915
72◦ 85.95 −13,359989 −1479,550584 −13,316820 −1476,677493 −0,043169 −2,873091
b
0◦ 0 −4,998045 −551,434269 −5,001731 −551,465883 0,003686 0,031614
8◦ 10.53 −4,790264 −528,385081 −4,789339 −528,023120 −0,000925 −0,361961
16◦ 20.96 −4,729839 −521,339187 −4,715059 −519,832383 −0,014780 −1,506804
24◦ 31.19 −4,799359 −528,044915 −4,757205 −524,500169 −0,042154 −3,544746
32◦ 41.15 −4,994931 −546,976469 −4,898404 −540,116304 −0,096527 −6,860165
40◦ 50.79 −5,230927 −576,073354 −5,113944 −563,972326 −0,116983 −12,101028
48◦ 60.09 −5,452893 −609,615050 −5,346226 −589,755389 −0,106667 −19,859661
56◦ 69.04 −5,696705 −630,848654 −5,442434 −600,704469 −0,254271 −30,144185
64◦ 77.65 −5,135109 −593,475961 −5,035345 −556,452341 −0,099764 −37,023620
72◦ 85.95 −3,895483 −429,959064 −3,608169 −399,406551 −0,287314 −30,552513
file given by equation (38) can be understood as the real
slant profile of the electron density corresponding to a given
oblique path of propagation being projected to the vertical at
the pierce point of the slant path by concentric spheres cen-
tered at the origin of the spherical coordinate system. Such an
“effective” spherically symmetric ionosphere actually takes
account of themajor part of the horizontal gradient of the real
ionosphere.
Then, for profile (38) the field phase advance is given by
the following integral:













In Table3, the results of calculation of the ionospheric
effect(ψe f f − L), utilizing this model, and those obtained
with the traditional technique (ψtrad − L) for the same model
of the ionosphere, are both presented. They demonstrate an
extremely high congruence. It should be additionally noted
here that, when performing calculations according to (39),
both thefirst-order approximationψ1 (r) and also the second-
order approximation ψ2 (r) shown in equation (23) appear
to be negligibly small, being of the order of the error of cal-
culation of the zero-order approximation for the worst case
of the large horizontal gradients.
This means that a very simple formula (39), which solely
contains the introduced “effective” spherically symmetric
ionosphere, permits the comprehensive solution of the prop-
agation problem under consideration. In turn, the above
conclusion also implies that, although the real paths of prop-
agation between a satellite and receiver are in fact in three
dimensions, the contribution of the ray bending out of the
great circle plane (r, ϑ, 0) does not contribute any signifi-
cant addition into the full effect of the phase advance. In the
following treatment, the solution constructed according to
equation (38), containing the introduced “effective” spher-
ically symmetric ionosphere, will be used as the reference
solution when comparison is made to other results.
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Table 3 Ionospheric effect calculated employing the “effective” spherically symmetric model of the electron density of the ionosphere, the new





New treatment Traditional treatment Difference
(ψe f f − L) (m) (ψtrad − L) (m)
(
ψe f f − ψtrad
)
(m)
1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz 1575 MHz 150 MHz
0◦ 0 −4.995381 −551.434269 −5.001731 −551.465883 0.006350 0.031614
8◦ 10.53 −4.782190 −527.893407 −4.789339 −528.023120 0.007149 0.129713
16◦ 20.96 −4.706587 −519.561792 −4.715059 −519.832383 0.008472 0.270591
24◦ 31.19 −4.746814 −524.038734 −4.757205 −524.500169 0.010391 0.461435
32◦ 41.15 −4.885386 −539.401652 −4.898404 −540.116304 0.013018 0.714652
40◦ 50.79 −5.097484 −562.923851 −5.113944 −563.972326 0.016460 1.048475
48◦ 60.09 −5.325600 −588.270628 −5.346226 −589.755389 0.020626 1.484761
56◦ 69.04 −5.417944 −598.670805 −5.442434 −600.704469 0.024490 2.033664
64◦ 77.65 −5.011162 −553.890861 −5.035345 −556.452341 0.024183 2.561480
72◦ 85.95 −3.594726 −397.309763 −3.608169 −399.406551 0.013443 2.096788
Here L is the full phase advance for free space propagation (true distance)
6.4 Phase advances of magneto-ionic components
When investigating the effects due to the Earth’s magnetic
field, equations (14, 22) yield:































X (r, ϑ0 (r) + ϑ1 (r) , φ1 (r))dr (40)
So far, simply to indicate how the geomagnetic field is imple-
mented in the alternative technique presented here, according
to (40), we confined our consideration to the simplest case
of a magnetic field constant along the path of propagation,
which had the magnitude and the direction given by that at
the pierce point of the given path of propagation, as in Bassiri
and Hajj (1993). These quantities were taken from the model
IGRF11, available in Finlay (2010). In the more recent paper
by Hoque and Jakowski (2008), the more advanced descrip-
tion of the effect of the Earth’s magnetic field is presented
and the comparison with a simpler model as above is given.
The following details of the calculations are similar to the























Here Rmax is the radius (in the introduced spherical coor-
dinates) where the ionospheric electron density has its
maximum. In the case of the right-hand circular polariza-
tion, the sign “plus” should be used.
In calculations of the additional effect due to the Earth’s
magnetic field for this polarization, the IGRF model of the
magnetic field was utilized, which provides the value and
direction of the geomagnetic field for any date and geograph-
ical location. Additionally it was assumed that the geomag-
netic field was constant along the propagation path through
the ionosphere and given by its value at the pierce point.
The calculations were performed for the geometry where
the local spherical coordinate system is chosen in the form
that its polar axis is given by the Earth’s origin and the
receiver placed at the point with coordinates (20◦N, 115◦E).
Propagation from a satellite to the south was considered, so
that the elevation angles of a satellite lie in the plane defined
by the Earth’s center, the North Pole and the receiver. The
distribution of the geomagnetic field is taken for the date of
July 14, 2014. According to Fig. 1, for the chosen location,
the typical value of a fairly strong horizontal gradient of the
electron density is aϑ = −0.1.
The calculated effects of the magnetic field are pre-
sented in Table4. In the left column, the full ionospheric
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Without the geomagnetic field Taking into account the effect
of the geomagnetic field on the
propagation
Difference
1575 MHz (m) 150 MHz (m) 1575 MHz (m) 150MHz (m) 1575 MHz (m) 150 MHz (m)
0◦ 0 −4.995381 −551.434269 −4.996947 −553.251685 0.001566 1.817416
8◦ 10.53 −4.782190 −527.893407 −4.783231 −529.101223 0.001041 1.207816
16◦ 20.96 −4.706587 −519.561792 −4.707139 −520.202776 0.000552 0.640984
24◦ 31.19 −4.746814 −524.038734 −4.746896 −524.134312 0.000082 0.095578
32◦ 41.15 −4.885386 −539.401652 −4.885006 −538.960424 −0.000380 −0.441228
40◦ 50.79 −5.097484 −562.923851 −5.096648 −561.954198 −0.000836 −0.969653
48◦ 60.09 −5.325600 −588.270628 −5.324342 −586.808528 −0.001258 −1.462100
56◦ 69.04 −5.417944 −598.670805 −5.416376 −596.847554 −0.001568 −1.823251
64◦ 77.65 −5.011162 −553.890861 −5.009597 −552.069653 −0.001565 −1.821208
72◦ 85.95 −3.594726 −397.309763 −3.593711 −396.128824 −0.001015 −1.180939
Columns 2 and 3 present the isotropic case, and columns 4 and 5 take account of the effect of the geomagnetic field
effect for different elevation angles of a satellite is given for
the isotropic case as the difference between the full phase
advance and that for propagating the true line-of-sight dis-
tance at velocity c. In the right column, the same difference
is presented taking account of the geomagnetic field.
The numerical results shown in Table 4 demonstrate that,
at higher frequency (1575 MHz), the effect of the geo-
magnetic field is of an order of mm even for very oblique
propagation, whereas, for the lower-frequency (150 MHz)
case, it may reach the value of about 2 m.
7 Conclusion
An alternative approach to the traditionally employed meth-
ods for treating the ionospheric range errors in the GNSS
positioning has been developed and presented. It permits
explicitly accounting for the effects due to the horizontal gra-
dients of the electron density of the ionosphere. By contrast
with many traditional treatments, where the expansion of the
solution for the phase advance is represented as the series
in the inverse frequency powers and the main term of the
expansion corresponds to the true line-of-sight distance from
the transmitter to the receiver, in the alternative technique
the zero-order term is the rigorous solution for a spherically
layered ionosphere with any given vertical electron density
profile. The first-order term in the solution explicitly rep-
resents the effects due to the horizontal gradients of the
electron density of the ionosphere, and the second-order term
appears to be negligibly small once the spherically symmetric
ionosphere is properly chosen for the zero-order approxima-
tion in the phase advance.
It has been shown that, for the higher L-band transmis-
sion frequencies, such as 1575MHz (GPS L1), the technique
presented provides results for the phase advance calcula-
tions which are in good agreement with those utilizing the
traditional approach (when summing up the contributions
of the different-order terms in the inverse powers of the
transmission frequency) for the same conditions of propaga-
tion. However, when the transmission frequency reduces to
150MHz or lower, the discrepancy increases. This is because
the new techniquepresentedhere provides amuchmore accu-
rate solution, and it is arranged in the way that its zero-order
approximation rigorously and explicitly already sums up all
the terms of the inverse frequency powers.
It has been also shown that it is possible to introduce
and utilize the specially constructed “effective” spherically
symmetric effective ionosphere (which can take account of
the major contribution of the horizontal gradients of the
ionospheric electron density), permitting an even more accu-
rate solution for the ionospheric contribution in the field
phase and solely employing the zero-order approximation for
the phase advance given by the main term in (23). This is, in
particular, of special importance for obtaining fast and accu-
rate estimates of the ionospheric effect for single-frequency
ionosphere correction methods.
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Appendix
Whenobtaining the explicit representations for the first-order
corrections {ϑ1 (r) , φ1 (r)} to the ray paths, the third of the
equations in (20) is substituted in the first equation and the
fourth one is substituted in the second. Then, satisfying the
conditions (21) at the start and end points of the trajectory
yields the following representations for the first-order cor-
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